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What is o365 e3

Microsoft Office 365 comes in three different flavors for Enterprise: E1, E3, and E5. With each successive level, you get more features , but what exactly is included? Below I give you an introduction to the three versions, a detailed comparison table, some special considerations for different industries and a video overview. Microsoft Office
E1 O365 E1 is the lightest version of enterprise-level planning. The features in E1 are Microsoft Exchange Enterprise Social email and calendars with Yammer Communication and team sites with SharePoint OneDrive for Business with 1TB cloud storage Delve for content detection StaffHub and Planner to manage daily staff tasks MS
Teams Stream (which has taken over features and features from Skype for Business) Within the E1 license, you'll also receive web versions of Office applications, including Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, OneNote, and Publisher. One thing to note is that the E1 plan does not allow the installation of applications on devices - for
example laptops, smartphones or tablets - and therefore a constant Internet connection is needed to use this plan. E1 Pricing: Office 365 E1 licenses cost $8/user/month USD ($10.20 CAD).* Microsoft Office E3 Although the E3 plan is slightly more expensive than the E1 tier, the added features justify the investment. Within the O365 E3
subscription, each user gets the full license and can install the applications on up to 5 desktops, 5 tablets and 5 smartphones. So if your remote employees have a weak Internet connection at home, or even if they go to a coffee shop where WiFi security doesn't meet the standards, they can still stay productive. They are not dependent on
having a good connection 24/7. The E3 plan includes everything listed in the E1 licenses, along with some extras: MS Office Suite: Users always receive the most updated versions of Word, Excel, PowerPoint, OneNote, Outlook, OneDrive for Business, Teams, Access, and Publisher. Multi-platform installation: Users now have the
advantage of installing Office applications across devices (Windows, Mac, Android, tablets, smartphones). Cloud storage: The O365 E1 comes with 1TB of cloud storage for OneDrive for Business (which is more than enough in most cases). However, with O365 E3, you get 1TB standard and the ability to increase it to 5TB and even 25TB
if needed. Data Loss Prevention (DLP): DLP enables you to comply with company and industry regulations on protecting sensitive information and preventing data breaches outside the organization. DLP is not available in E1. E3 also includes other data management features, such as archiving, rights management and document-level
encryption, advanced emailing, access control for emails and documents, intelligent search and search easily retrieve the required content from Office applications, SharePoint, and Delve. E3 Pricing: Office 365 E3 licenses cost $20/user/month USD ($26.60 CAD). Before I. I. the details of E5, let me also mention that in addition to this
blog post, we have a tool that can generate an Office 365 recommendation for you based on your response to a short questionnaire. It generates a score for each of the seven different versions of Office 365.† plus offer a few other things to think about. You try it out here. Microsoft Office E5 O365 E5 is the super-powered version of Office
and is available for a small cost increase. In my opinion, the most important addition to the E5 license is the fully loaded security features and some analytical tools and voice capabilities. You'll get everything included in E3, along with a few more benefits: Advanced Security &amp; Information Protection: The E5 license takes steps to
protect your data from threats like phishing and zero-day malware. In this way, E5 users will continue to be protected from threats in attachments and links. DLP guarantees the safety of your content. Analytics Tools: E5 is the only Enterprise subscription that provides analytics tools like MyAnalytics and PowerBI Pro for data analysis and
visualization. Other additions include Advance eDiscovery, access controls and control encryption key, Advanced Threat Protection, Threat Intelligence for proactive cybersecurity and actionable insight, O365 Cloud App Security, PTSN conferencing capabilities, Advanced Data Governance and Customer Lockbox. E5 Pricing: Office 365
E5 licenses cost $35/user/month USD ($46.60 CAD). Which one should you choose? Use our tool and we generate a direct recommendation and quote. Try It Out Comparison of Microsoft Office E1, E3, and E5 Overall, the biggest difference between Office 365 E1 and E3 is that E3 is better for external employees. The biggest difference
between E3 and E5 is that E5 has extra security and analytics. Here's a detailed breakdown of prices and key Office 365 features for each Enterprise plan: Which one is right for you? Selecting the right Office 365 version is one of the most important steps before moving to the cloud. However, keep in mind that because these are
subscription-type licenses, you're never locked into the license you choose. Essentially, you mix and match, downgrade or upgrade your licenses, depending on your changing business needs. Choosing the version of Office 365 Enterprise that suits you is pretty easy for most businesses: if you want to access the Office applications on
your own devices, even if you're not connected to the Internet, you'll need E3 or E5. And you only really need E5 if you have advanced security features, a Power BI Pro license, or the ability to make calls. If you still don't decide, look at the Security and Backup Features row in the table above and see the various increases in functionality.
There is a little more than (see the Office 365 page for more), but those are the basics. However, based on my experience with many clients, there are also some special considerations in industries: Educational institutions may be eligible for office 365 education discounts. Ask a Microsoft partner to find out if you're eligible. Field Service
organizations often choose E3 or E5 because of the cross-platform experience for mobile employees. Financial institutions need to make sure that the data they share with customers and customers is secure. So they often opt for E3 or E5. Government and healthcare organizations are often enthusiastic about getting the best available
security, so they often opt for the E5 plan. Production companies often find that digitizing purchase orders with the Office suite can deliver major efficiencies in the workplace. Project managers often use Microsoft Project, but that's no longer part of an O365 license. Instead, add-ons are available. For the price you contact me directly,
because there are several plans, etc. Natural Resources companies often prefer the flexibility of E5, as they often have high staff turnover. With E5 licenses, their new employees can use all the tools on Day 1, without having to ask it to change things. Real Estate employees often prefer E3 and E5 because they can work along the way
with the cross-platform experience. They don't have to tell a potential buyer standing in a house they love, let me call you back on this. Startups tend to prefer E1 in the beginning (to keep costs down), but often find that E3 is better as they grow because of the importance of external workers. Office 365 License Video Overview For a video
that explains the office 365 licensing options with many more details and examples, you can watch my recorded webinar. Download Office 365 from a Microsoft partner dedicated to your success If you have any more questions or are ready to buy Office 365, please contact us using the form below. Buying Office 365 with Encore as a
partner will pay you the same amount per license and benefit from additional benefits: our experienced cloud consultants can help you with the internal challenges of deploying the cloud. This can be very important if you are struggling with the transition to remote working. Encore provides instant access to elevated support levels through
Encore's Tier-1 Microsoft status. * All prices may be changed without notice. Contact Encore for the latest prices. † The Office 365 Business plans were recently renamed Microsoft 365 plans. However, the Office 365 Enterprise plans described in this article still have the same names. Our recommendation tool evaluates your best fit for all
options, including the recently renamed options. Which one should you choose? Use our tool and we generate a recommendation and quote. Try thinking about an Office 365 E3 subscription for your business? Wondering if you'll get by with something lighter, or worried that it might not be enough? Let's split up And compare Office 365 E3
with other Office plans to make sure you've chosen the right one. Fast Fast office 365 E3 subscription Every family plan for Office 365 is designed to support users and businesses with different needs. Here's what you get at every level and where Office 365 E3 fits in: Office 365 E3 is part of the Enterprise family of Office 365 plans, built
for organizations with more than 300 users. That's one of the key differences between Office 365 Enterprise and Office 365 Business plans, with a user limit of 300. Learn more about Office Home and Business plans and prices here. Below we focus on the Enterprise plans. What you get with Office 365 E3 Office 365 E3 is the most
affordable way to get premium versions of the Office apps and services for business users. With E3, you have full use of it: These are the desktop versions of the apps, which means you have all the premium features and full offline access on all your devices. Each user can install Office 365 E3 on up to five computers, five tablets, and
five smartphones, making it easy to keep the work flowing. Let's take a break there, because this is the basic draw of Office 365 E3. You don't choose between cloud services or desktop services, you get them both. In addition, Microsoft includes data loss prevention, compliance tools, and five layers of security. Some of the feature
features included in Office 365 E3 plans: Business Class email: 100GB Outlook mailbox per user; send attachments up to 150MB. Unlimited OneDrive storage: Subscriptions with more than five users start with 5TB and can get more. Subscriptions with four or fewer get 1 TB per user. Secure Collaboration: SharePoint, Teams, and
Yammer are fully integrated with your most important office apps. You save, share, and co-edit files across the enterprise in which communication platform is best for you. You also share files with people outside the organization, where guest access is then then then looked at by the user. Rights Management Services: Azure Rights
Management lets you manage sensitive documents, emails, and information. Automation: With Flow and PowerApps, you can increase productivity by building workflows that save time and automate routine tasks. In short, Office 365 E3 offers a business everything they need to grow indefinitely. Admins have many tools at their disposal
and end users don't have to rely on them much to get their work done. Pro tip: There are a lot of Office 365 training options available for people who want to use the suite to the fullest. E3 vs E1 and E5: Which one should you get? Now you know the basics of E3, let's compare it to the other Office 365 Enterprise plans: Find a full
description of everything that's going to be with all these plans here If you're leaning toward E5 because you need advanced legal, cybersecurity, or IT features, check out Microsoft 365 plans, which bundles Windows 10 Enterprise and Enterprise Mobility + Security (EMS) with Office 365. Here is a detailed breakdown of the exact features
included Microsoft 365 and Office 365 plans. How to choose the right plan It can be confusing, comparing which features come with which subscription, so don't forget to focus on what you need. Take a hard look at the features and features you absolutely need to have, that you want, and which you do without. Probably your specific set
of needs doesn't fit neatly into any of the three plans and you need to make some decisions. Keep these two things in mind: Adding items a la carte adds up. If you know you're using Microsoft Intune, premium encryption, Self-Service Password Reset in Azure AD or other features that don't come with E3, budget them in advance and
make sure the math is still working. You mix licenses and match. Why not buy E5 licenses for users who need them and E3 for other users? This way, people who depend on Power BI have it, admins can use the advanced security features, audit, etc., and you can save $15 per user on everyone. The more accurately you diagnose your
business-wide needs, the better you predict the actual cost of getting Office 365 E3 for your organization. If you buy more than 150 seats for Office 365 E3, you get fast-track deployment at no extra cost. Office 365 E3 vs Business Premium So far, I haven't said much about the Office 365 Business family of subscriptions because they're
limited to 300 users, which is prohibitively expensive for many organizations considering business plans. Still, even smaller companies may find Office 365 E3 tempting, and not just because it could support growth. For these people, Office 365 Business Premium may be more affordable than E3, but what are the trade-offs? Both E3 and
Business Premium come with premium versions of the desktop apps and the same suite of services, but Office 365 E3 has the edge in a number of areas. Let's look at the features you get with E3, but not with Business Premium. If both options are heavier than you need and you're not worried about the 300 user limit, see Office 365
Business Essentials for a more affordable, cloud-based alternative. Last thought: review before you renew The competitive landscape is constantly changing. Features that aren't important to your business right now could become essential next year. This is where a subscription service is safer than a one-time purchase. You're not stuck.
Every month or year, depending on your license agreement, you have the option to renew or change your subscription. As the date approaches, you'll get feedback from your IT team about whether your Office 365 plan meets the business needs. Are people routinely using a lot of third-party add-ons or forced into other Are you paying for
features that no one uses? Do administrators have sufficient control to meet user requests? Listen to what people say, take stock of your needs and work backwards from there. Remember that Microsoft lets you try out many of their best things free before you buy them, including Office 365 E3. If you're willing to get in touch with sales,
Microsoft will also let you try out E5, Enterprise Mobility &amp; Security E5 and other premium services. With a little proactivity you can at least be sure that your current subscription is currently best for your business. Nwo.
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